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In a world where quick answers often overshadow deep 

understanding, the Black Cat Challenge emerges as a 

transformative tool for organizations seeking to delve 

deeper into their operational intricacies and uncover 

hidden insights. This comprehensive exercise, rooted in 

the principles of curiosity, skepticism, and collaboration, 

is designed to illuminate the often-overlooked areas or 

‘Dark Rooms’ within an organization, where untapped 

potential and unseen challenges reside.

Introduction

*

Value of the Exercise

The Black Cat Challenge is invaluable for its ability to foster a culture of in-depth 

exploration and critical thinking. By encouraging teams to confront their innate 

cognitive tendencies and challenge the status quo, the exercise opens doors 

to new perspectives and innovative solutions. It shifts the focus from seeking 

immediate answers to nurturing a sustained inquiry, driving organizations to 

not only question what they do but also why they do it—and perhaps, why they 

don’t. In doing so, it prepares them to better navigate the complexities of the 

modern business environment.
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Value of the Exercise for Individuals

Beyond its organizational benefits, the Black Cat Challenge is immensely 

valuable for personal growth and introspection. It empowers individuals 

to delve into the deeper recesses of their lives, confronting the unseen 

‘Black Cats’ that may be hindering their progress or holding them back 

from achieving their full potential. By challenging participants to scrutinize 

their cognitive biases and question long-held beliefs and practices, 

the exercise opens the door to transformative personal insights and 

innovative solutions to personal challenges.

Whether it’s tackling career stagnation, personal development hurdles, or 

interpersonal issues, the Black Cat Challenge encourages a thorough and 

sustained inquiry into the ‘why’ and ‘how’ of our actions and thoughts. 

This introspective journey enables individuals to uncover the hidden 

factors that keep them ‘stuck’ and to develop strategies to get ‘UnStuck’. 

By applying this method to their personal lives, individuals can gain a 

clearer understanding of themselves, leading to more informed decisions, 

improved relationships, and a more fulfilling life path.

In essence, the Black Cat Challenge is a tool for enlightenment in both the 

professional and personal realms, guiding organizations and individuals 

alike through the complexities of their environments and inner worlds. 

It’s an invitation to embark on a journey of discovery, where the ultimate 

goal is not just finding answers but also embracing the questions that 

lead to a richer, more nuanced understanding of our organizations, our 

lives, and ourselves.
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The human brain is a master of deception. With the skill of a magician, it manufactures illusions that 

we experience as “certainty”—the feeling of knowing what is true about ourselves, each other, and the 

world around us—in order to help us make it through each day. To see beyond the trickery of our minds, 

we must develop the faculty of insight and a culture of curiosity, granularity, and optimism.

Insight
There is no better way to open minds than to irritate them a bit.

*

Insight —into a problem, an idea, a behavior, or an opportunity  —does not arrive in some miraculous 

moment of inspiration or from the output of an algorithm or mechanical device. It results from the 

deliberate process of conjecture and criticism. Skeptical, granular questioning.

The Black Cat Challenge described in the following pages gives structure to that inquiry process. Similar 

to the Socratic Method of ancient Athens and the Scientific Method of the Enlightenment, this approach 

disrupts the default condition of the human brain and counteracts the “lazy,” energy-optimizing thinking 

it prefers. Our ancestors stumbled upon ways to outsmart our brain’s systems, a phenomenon that 

modern neuroscience has only begun to fully comprehend.

Black Cat Challenge
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Intentionality
The two most important days in your life are the day you are 

born and the day you find out why. ~ M. Twain

As we journey through life, we often find ourselves reevaluating our beliefs and the ideas we accept as 

our own. When faced with sound and persuasive arguments contrary to the “truths” we hold close to 

heart, our initial reaction may be to put up a feeble defense followed by a modification or abandonment 

of our beliefs. This process of rethinking the preconceived notions of our minds is how we evolve as 

individuals, evolve as communities, and make progress as societies.

Yet, such progress does not occur without effort. Thinking, questioning, and reformulating new ideas 

require energy that our brain would much rather preserve. As a result, it resists these activities, reverting 

to a comfortable state of complacency. This complacency encourages a laziness of the mind, favoring 

the traditional, the dogmatic, the ideological, and the “common sense” of the past over reason and 

critical thinking.

The Black Cat Challenge is about opening your mind and challenging the status quo. This process begins 

by understanding your intentionality: what do you do, and why do you do it? 

The WHAT you do can be described as the actions you are resposible for, the tasks you get compensated 

for, and the results you are anticipated to provide.

The WHY, on the other hand, speaks to your motivation and what you seek to accomplish for yourself, 

your family, your team, your organization, your community, or the planet. 

(It is possible to have multiple answers to both these questions. Make sure to list them all.)

Black Cat Challenge

What Do You Do?

Why Do You It?
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The Process

1. Choose a Dark Room
Participants start by identifying areas within the organization that require exploration. These 

‘Dark Rooms’ can be familiar topics needing deeper understanding (Explanation Rooms) or new, 

uncharted territories that hold the key to future strategies (Exploration Rooms).

2. Assemble a Search Team
Collaboration is at the heart of this challenge. Diverse teams are formed, bringing together varied 

perspectives and expertise. This diversity is crucial for a holistic exploration and avoids the echo 

chamber effect.

3. Cultivate Curiosity through Questioning

Teams are encouraged to adopt a curious mindset, asking granular questions to peel back the 

layers of their chosen topic. This process begins with simple inquiries, gradually becoming more 

detailed, ensuring a thorough exploration.

4. Challenge Findings with Critical Thinking
As insights emerge, they are rigorously scrutinized. This skepticism ensures that teams don’t fall 

into the trap of confirmation bias and remain open to new discoveries and viewpoints.

5. Identify Black Cats
The ultimate goal is to identify ‘Black Cats’ – key insights that can lead to significant 

improvements or innovations. This step involves breaking down questions using an Ignorance 

Tree, a structured process that helps in dissecting issues to their core.

6. Ensure Inclusive Participation
Recognizing the importance of every voice, the challenge emphasizes creating an environment 

where all team members feel empowered to contribute, ensuring a rich tapestry of insights.

The Black Cat Challenge is more than just an exercise; 

it’s a paradigm shift in how organizations approach 

problem-solving and strategic planning. By embracing 

uncertainty and fostering a culture of in-depth inquiry, 

organizations can unearth critical insights that drive 

growth and innovation. This challenge is a crucial step in 

moving from a surface-level understanding to a profound 

comprehension of the complexities that define modern 

organizations.

Black Cat Challenge
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Explanation Rooms (Examples)

Exploration Rooms (Examples)

1. 
Choose A Dark Room

You can explore all sorts of rooms for black cats, but nearly all will fall into two distinct categories: 

Explanation Rooms and Exploration Rooms.

Explanation Rooms
Explanation Rooms are designed to provide Search Teams with the opportunity to gain a deeper level 

of understanding of topics they are already familiar with. These are not new, unfamiliar issues but 

rather topics in which they will already have existing data and some general level of understanding (or 

bias). The goal of investigating these rooms is to seek better explanations and discover any black cats 

hiding in them.  

 

Exploration Rooms
Exploration rooms are designed to help organizations and individuals navigate and shape the future. 

These rooms allow participants to explore current and emerging issues, consider the larger context, 

and evaluate long-term implications. These sessions provide the opportunity to gain new insights and 

develop innovative ideas for addressing the ever-evolving challenges. Ultimately, exploration rooms 

prepare organizations and their members to skillfully tackle the future and break free from the past.

*

The Black Cat Challenge is designed to cultivate an exploratory spirit, prioritizing inquiry over finding 

definitive answers. It stimulates teams to adopt a curious mindset, think deeply, and view problem-

solving from a positive perspective. This challenge encourages teams to challenge assumptions and 

engage in meaningful dialogue that can uncover ‘black cats’ and lead to powerful insights and inspired 

possibilities. As opposed to seeking quick solutions, this challenge encourages a culture of continuous 

learning, adaptation, and growth that stems from thoughtful questioning and open-ended exploration.

Black Cat Challenge

Culture
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2.
Assemble a Search Team 

In the 1840s, the British historian and philosopher Thomas Carlyle wrote: “The history of the world 

is but the biography of great men.” I want to say that Thomas Carlyle was an idiot, but that would be 

unfair. He was merely expressing what has become a familiar narrative perpetuated by historians, 

novelists, and Hollywood today. It is the myth of the “lone genius”—the idea that new, beautiful, 

world-changing things emerge from within great minds who grace us with their wisdom. We write 

books about them, make movies about their lives, and erect statues and monuments in their likeness, 

not because there is any inherent truth in their work being solo achievements, but because it makes 

for a good story.

 

Insight is not a solitary act. It is a team sport that requires a diversity of thought and perspective. 

Once you select the Dark Room you want to explore, find others who share your curiosity and enter 

the room together. The goal is to join forces with others who will experience the space differently 

than you. To that end, there is no specific size or ideal configuration for a team, only the desire to 

participate and to be curious. 

Black Cat Challenge

Organizational Diversity 
• Job Function
• Management Status
• Work Location/Office
• Department
• Seniority
• Discipline/Expertise

World View Diversity
• Culture
• Politics
• History knowledge
• Social Connections  

External Diversity 
• Education
• Geographic Location
• Family Status
• Relationship Status
• Spiritual / Religion
• Experiences
• Interests
• Social Media Prowess

Internal Diversity     
• Culture (Race/Ethnicity/National 

Origin)
• Age
• Gender
• Sexual Identity
• Physical Ability
• Intellectual Ability
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3.
Ask an Interesting Question(s) 

OK, you picked your Dark Room and assembled your Search Team; now what? It’s time to show your 

ignorance! It’s time to start groping, probing, and poking around that room until you discover a switch 

(often by accident), turn on a light, and say, “Oh, wow, so that’s how it looks.”  

 Your ignorance here is the key. The point of the Challenge is to discover what you don’t know, not 

reinforce the information you already have. That is how static thinking becomes entrenched. Too 

often, people and organizations stop questioning what they do and what they think and follow a 

dogma that invariably keeps them from progressing (often without even knowing that it’s happening). 

Celebrate what you don’t know and create a culture that rewards curiosity.

*

There is no perfect starting question, and you shouldn’t be intimidated by thinking it needs to be 

profound or life-altering. The more questions that get asked, the more insight you will uncover, 

regardless of how simple the initial inquiry is. For example, imagine your Dark Room is “Project 

Management,” and you decide to investigate a complaint:  

“I hate these Monday afternoon meetings.” 

Simple, straightforward, and not hard to understand, right? Or is it? That single grievance can 

generate four follow-up questions. 1) Is it only one person who hates the meetings, 2) Is it because 

they are on Monday? 3) Is it because they are in the afternoon? Or 4) is it that the meetings 

themselves are unnecessary or unproductive? Those questions, taken one at a time, can lead to 

changes in when, where, and how to conduct meetings. When not dissected, the more typical 

response to that complaint is often, “Let’s move the meeting to Friday mornings. Is everyone OK with 

that?” 

No insight. Static thinking. No breaking from past behaviors. 

Black Cat Challenge
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WHY

Why is this Dark Room important?

Why does this matter to me personally?

Why has this Dark Room evolved in the way that it has?

Why are there differing opinions or controversies surrounding this Dark Room?

Why does this Dark Room impact my chosen field or future career?

Why do people in different cultures or societies view this Dark Room differently?

Why are certain methods or approaches used in studying this Dark Room?

Why might this Dark Room be relevant in the future?

Why are specific skills or knowledge needed to understand or work in this field?

Why do societal or ethical considerations matter in this Dark Room?

WHAT

What is the basic definition or concept of this Dark Room?

What are the key components or elements of this Dark Room?

What are the historical origins or developments of this Dark Room?

What are the current trends or recent developments in this Dark Room?

What are the major theories or schools of thought associated with this Dark Room?

What practical applications does this Dark Room have in the real world?

What are the potential future directions or advancements in this Dark Room?

What skills or knowledge are required to understand or work in this field?

What are the common challenges or problems associated with this Dark Room?

What impact does this Dark Room have on society, the environment, or ethical considerations?

WHEN

When was this Dark Room first discovered or discussed?

When did key developments or breakthroughs in this Dark Room occur?

When is the knowledge of this Dark Room most applicable?

When have there been major shifts or changes in understanding or perspective on this Dark Room?

When do experts predict future developments or changes in this Dark Room will occur?

When is it important to consider ethical, cultural, or societal aspects in relation to this Dark Room?

When have controversies or debates arisen in this field?

When do certain theories or principles within this Dark Room become relevant or obsolete?

When should certain methods or approaches be used in studying or working with this Dark Room?

When do professionals in this field typically encounter challenges or obstacles?

what makes a question interesting?

 

Questions are more important than answers. One good question can 

give rise to several layers of answers, inspire decades-long searches 

for solutions, generate new fields of inquiry, and prompt changes in 

entrenched thinking. Answers, on the other hand, often end the process.

It is possible to explore something unknown for a certain period of time 

and quickly realize that it isn’t connected to other discoveries and is 

therefore insignificant.

The key to a Black Cat culture is having faith in uncertainty, finding 

pleasure in mystery, and learning to cultivate doubt. There is no surer 

way to screw up an experiment or a strategic plan than to be certain of 

its outcome.

Tip: Assign each member of the Search Team one of the 6 Ws + H   + C + A 

question starters—Who? What? When? Where? Why? Which? How? Can? 

Are?—and ask them to explore the “room” using that question starter.
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HOW

Why is this Dark Room important?

Why does this matter to me personally?

Why has this Dark Room evolved in the way that it has?

Why are there differing opinions or controversies surrounding this Dark Room?

Why does this Dark Room impact my chosen field or future career?

Why do people in different cultures or societies view this Dark Room differently?

Why are certain methods or approaches used in studying this Dark Room?

Why might this Dark Room be relevant in the future?

Why are specific skills or knowledge needed to understand or work in this field?

Why do societal or ethical considerations matter in this Dark Room?

CAN

Can this theory or concept be applied in different fields or industries?

Can the principles of this Dark Room be seen in everyday life?

Can advancements in this area lead to significant changes or improvements in society?

Can this Dark Room be integrated with other subjects or disciplines?

Can different cultural or historical perspectives provide new insights into this Dark Room?

Can technological advancements impact the future development of this Dark Room?

Can ethical considerations influence the direction of research or application in this area?

Can we predict future trends or developments in this Dark Room based on current knowledge?

Can understanding this Dark Room help solve real-world problems? If so, which ones?

Can students like us contribute to this field of study, and if so, how?

ARE

Are there any common misconceptions or misunderstandings about this Dark Room?

Are the principles of this Dark Room consistent across different cultures or societies?

Are there ethical dilemmas or controversies associated with this Dark Room?

Are advancements in this field typically driven by technology, research, or other factors?

Are there well-known case studies or examples that illustrate the importance of this Dark Room?

Are professionals in this field facing any current challenges or obstacles?

Are there specific skills or knowledge required to excel in this area of study?

Are recent developments in this Dark Room changing how it’s taught or perceived?

Are there any predicted future changes or trends in this Dark Room?

Are there any global events or movements that have significantly impacted this Dark Room?

WHO

Who originally discovered or developed this Dark Room?

Who are the leading experts or authorities in this Dark Room today?

Who has been most impacted by developments in this Dark Room?

Who are the primary audiences or beneficiaries of this Dark Room?

Who has contributed significantly to research or advancements in this Dark Room?

Who might disagree or present alternative views on this Dark Room?

Who funds or supports research and development in this area?

Who uses this knowledge in their professional practice?

Who is responsible for teaching or disseminating information about this Dark Room?

Who will be affected by future developments in this Dark Room?

WHERE

Where did this Dark Room or concept originate?

Where are the major centers or institutions that specialize in this Dark Room?

Where can we see the practical applications of this Dark Room in our everyday lives?

Where do experts gather or share information about this Dark Room?

Where are the most significant impacts of this Dark Room felt in the world?

Where do cultural, societal, or environmental factors play a role in this Dark Room?

Where might students find resources or materials to further explore this Dark Room?

Where are the opportunities for careers or further studies in this field located?

Where have significant events related to this Dark Room taken place?

Where do the ethical, legal, or policy considerations surrounding this Dark Room arise?

WHICH

Which theories or models are most relevant to this Dark Room?

Which historical events had the most significant impact on this Dark Room?

Which experts or thought leaders have contributed most significantly to this Dark Room?

Which methods or approaches are most effective in studying or exploring this Dark Room?

Which aspects of this Dark Room are most debated or controversial?

Which real-world applications of this Dark Room are most impactful or transformative?

Which ethical, social, or environmental considerations are most relevant to this Dark Room?

Which skills are most essential for understanding or working in this field?

Which cultural or global perspectives offer unique insights into this Dark Room?

Which future trends or developments are predicted to emerge in this field?
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4.
Challenge Your Findings 

Insight is an inquiry, not a conclusion. To avoid being misled by false assumptions, a healthy 

dose of skepticism and a hint of doubt is essential. As a Search Team, it is our duty to find better 

explanations, remain inquisitive, challenge what we discover, and dig deeper. Questions such as 

“What if...,” “Why...,” “How...,” “I wonder...,” and “Are we sure that...” should open new doors and 

pathways, leading to even more questions. Remember, Insight is a journey, not a destination.

We now live in the Information Age, where facts are easy to come by with a quick search of the 

internet. But we must use these facts to uncover the unknown. Groping around Dark Rooms and 

asking questions is meant to frame new questions—to speculate about Black Cats—and explore the 

unknown. It is the process that has led to the most incredible discoveries and inventions in human 

history. It is time to move from the Information Age, to the Age of Ignorance.

*

This step is essential for Search Teams to stay out of rabbit holes and focus on important and 

relevant questions. It’s a delicate balance. You don’t want to dismiss an inquiry too soon and risk 

missing out on some critical insights that can reveal a black cat. But, you also don’t want to lose 

focus of the Challenge and spend too much time on questions that may not bear fruit. The Search 

Teams must take the same critical approach in determining the relevance of each path they are 

exploring as it is to the questions themselves. They periodically need to set some aside and perhaps 

revisit them later.

 

Black Cat Challenge

Ensuring That Everyone Is Heard

Finding Black Cats (discovering insights) is 
not as difficult as most think. Still, it does 
require a commitment by the Search Team: 
a willingness to get involved, stay engaged, 
participate in both posing questions and 
critiquing them, and share whatever black 
cats they discover with other teams and the 
organization as a whole.

Unfortunately, none of those things happen 
automatically. Some people need an 
invitation before participating. Some may 
feel intimidated by their age, experience, or 
organizational status. And others feel like 
they can’t make much of a contribution. 
Creating a culture of Collaboration means 
being aware of these barriers and proactively 
breaking them down, ensuring that everyone 
has a voice and is heard.

Ignorance Tree

Ig0

IG1 IG2 IG3 IG4

IG2.1 IG2.2 IG2.3 IG2.4

IG2.4.1 IG2.4.2 IG2.4.3 IG2.4.4

IG2.5 IG2.6

IG2.1.1

IG2.2.1 IG2.2.2 IG2.2.3

IG2.3.2 IG2.3.3

IG2.6.2 IG2.6.3

IG2.5.1 IG2.5.2

IG2.6.1

IG2.4.1 BLACK CAT IG2.4.3 IG2.4.4

Finding A Dark Room Identifying Black Cats

Search Team

Communications Process Innovation

Future
Technology

Future of  
Work
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Ignorance Tree

Q0

Q2.1 Q2.2 Q2.3 Q2.4

Q2.4.1 Q2.4.2 Q2.4.3 Q2.4.4

Q2.5 Q2.6

Q2.1.1

Q2.2.1 Q2.2.2 Q2.2.3

Q2.3.2 Q2.3.3

Q2.6.2 Q2.6.3

Q2.5.1 Q2.5.2

Q2.6.1

Q2.4.1 BLACK CAT Q2.4.3 Q2.4.4

5.
Identify Black Cats

The human brain requires a lot of energy to function at full capacity. Over time, natural selection has 

rewarded brains that could operate more efficiently and burn fewer calories while maintaining their 

most remarkable features. That has worked out pretty well for us —most of the time. It has allowed 

us to make quick predictions about the world (which is good) in an abbreviated manner (which can 

be bad). That means the default condition of our brains is not to overthink or analyze anything too 

deeply. If we want to get past our biases, our common sense, and the simplistic concepts that our 

brain constructs, we have to make a deliberate effort. We have to enter Dark Rooms and deliberately 

search for black cats.

Looking for insights is a granular process. It begins by asking a question of interest, looking for 

information that supports the best answer, and then asking more questions about that answer. The 

process repeats again and again and again. The goal is to continue digging, to get even more granular 

answers, and not settle for the ones our energy-efficient brains would prefer us to accept.

An easy way to achieve granularity is to set up an Ignorance Tree for the topic you are exploring. 

An Ignorance Tree is a visual flow chart similar to a Decision tree that maps out different courses of 

action (in our case, questions) and their potential outcomes. The goal is to continually break down 

questions to produce more granular findings. Consider the following question and the number of 

paths that result:

What characteristics describe our ideal client?

If you were to set up an Ignorance Tree for this question alone (which you should!), it would lead to 

all sorts of insights about your existing clients and the ones you should be pursuing. What makes a 

client ideal? Is it their profitability? Their advocacy of you? How easy are they to work with? Or is it 

a specific industry? Does the client structure or the way they manage their projects matter? These 

questions lead to others, like what characteristics describe the ideal project team. Insights—black 

cats—are revealed when you create a structured process for analyzing questions.

Black Cat Challenge

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings

Findings

Q1.1 (Who) Q1.2 (What) Q1.3 (When) Q1.4 (Where) Q1.5 (WHY) Q1.6 (HOW)
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6.
Ensure Inclusive Participation

In order to gain a full understanding of Dark Rooms, it’s essential to blend together a range of 

perspectives, from the strategic foresight of top management to the practical insights of frontline 

staff. Uniting experienced professionals with younger innovators, we can gain access to the time-

honoured wisdom of the past alongside novel ideas for the future. Leveraging the unique insights of 

people from diverse ethnicities and cultures can open up a world of problem-solving opportunities, 

particularly in global settings. However, without tackling the age-old biases and entrenched cultural 

norms, we’ll be unable to tap into this rich diversity of thought, leading to a narrower scope of 

viewpoints and stifling our organisation’s innovative drive.

Addressing this issue requires a substantial shift in organizational culture, in which leaders must act 

as stewards, cultivating an environment that actively seeks a diversity of opinions and ideas. Training 

programs and awareness initiatives are key components in this transformation, spreading knowledge 

and sensitivity throughout the organization to ensure that respect and recognition are evenly 

distributed. This creates a fertile ground for diverse ideas to take root, blossom, and contribute to the 

organization’s growth. The result is enriched decision-making processes, more innovative solutions, 

and increased employee engagement, as individuals feel their contributions are valued and impactful.

Embracing a spectrum of perspectives is not only an ethical choice, but a strategic imperative in 

today’s rapidly evolving business landscape. A diverse array of viewpoints acts as a beacon, guiding 

organizations through the complexities of modern challenges. By doing so, organizations chart a 

course towards a future that is not only more successful but also more equitable, celebrating and 

leveraging the diversity of thoughts and experiences.

Black Cat Challenge
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Step1 - Choose a Dark Room:

What subject are you interested in exploring?

Step 2 - Join or assemble a Search Team: 

Assemble diverse Search Teams to explore each Dark Room.

Step 3 - Create an Ignorance Tree: 

What’s the first question you want to ask about your Dark Room?

Next, dissect that question into several more granular questions to create the second line of your 

Ignorance Tree. Assign each member of the Search Team one of the 6 Ws + H + C + A  question 

starters—Who? What? When? Where? Why? Which? How? Can? Are?—and ask them to explore the 

“room” by developing questions with that starter.

Step 4 - Answer each of your questions with specific findings/facts/data: 

Once you’ve posed your question, it’s time to seek out answers. Your Search Team will provide you 

with any available findings, facts, data, or information. This process will not only fill in the gaps of 

knowledge but will also help you identify what you don’t know and need to find out. Aim to keep 

digging down the Ignorance Tree until you can confidently answer your original question and have 

uncovered all the information to do so.

Step 5 - Identify Black Cats (or the lack thereof)

Not every branch of the Ignorance Tree will produce a Black Cat. It is essential to reflect on where 

you are in the tree and whether the information you are pursuing is still relevant to you or your 

organization. Be careful not to quit too soon, but make sure you are exploring with a purpose.

Black Cats Discovered

Black Cat Challenge
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